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Abstract. Research in pragmatics suggests that pragmatic comprehension relies 
Theory of Mind (ToM) abilities to different extents depending on the phenome-
non. A clear picture of indirect requests (IRs) processing is lacking. Non-
conventionalized IRs seem to be processed by means of a conversational impli-
cature based on metarepresentation of the whole utterance. However, it is un-
clear whether this also applies to conventionalized IRs or their form allows for a 
lexically-based comprehension process triggered locally by the Can-you...? 
form.  

Our study investigates to what extent ToM is involved in conventionalized 
IRs, i.e., whether conventionalized IRs processing relies on ToM or it is mostly 
based on specific linguistic cues. This would allow for a characterization of the 
process within the domain of either social- or linguistic-pragmatics. 

Ninety-one Italian adults performed a self-paced reading task. The same 
Can-you…? utterances were presented at the end of 12 stories through self-
paced region-by-region reading, in 3 conditions: the target (IR) condition; a 
non-directive condition; and a sarcastic (ToM-based) condition. Reading times 
were calculated per sentence and per sentence-region. ToM skills were also test-
ed. While IRs and non-directives did not differ in terms of reading times at the 
whole sentence level, IRs showed slower reading times on the Can-you sen-
tence-region as compared to non-directives. ToM abilities seemed to facilitate 
IRs reading, but mainly on the Can-you sentence-region. Overall, these results 
suggest that conventionalized IRs processing starts locally and is triggered by 
the Can-you. As such, conventionalized IRs seem to constitute an instance of 
linguistic-pragmatics. 

Keywords: Indirect Requests, Conventionalization, Theory of Mind, Pragmatic 
Comprehension. 
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1 Introduction 

The first research works in the field of Experimental Pragmatics traditionally consid-
ered pragmatics as overlapped with Theory of Mind (Bosco et al., 2018). However, 
recent empirical studies suggest that ToM’s involvement differs depending on the 
phenomenon (Domaneschi & Bambini, 2020). Andrés-Roqueta and Katsos (2017) 
recently proposed a distinction between linguistic-pragmatics and social-pragmatics. 
Linguistic-pragmatics includes tasks, e.g., scalar implicatures, whose comprehension 
relies on linguistic abilities and knowledge of basic pragmatic norms. For instance, 
structural language abilities and knowledge of the Maxim of Quantity can be suffi-
cient to comprehend an utterance such as “Some students passed the test” as meaning 
“Not all the students passed the test”. Social-pragmatics, instead, includes pragmatic 
phenomena whose comprehension depends on mind-reading (ToM) abilities: linguis-
tic abilities and knowledge of the basic pragmatic norms seem not to be sufficient to 
ensure comprehension of these phenomena. In fact, these require the hearer to infer 
the speaker’s mental state. For example, structural language abilities and knowledge 
of the Maxim of Quality are not sufficient to comprehend an ironic utterance such as 
“It’s a beautiful day today” as meaning “The weather is horrible today”. ToM skills 
would be necessary to derive the speaker’s meaning. 
 Some pragmatic phenomena, however, seem to be comprehended through different 
strategies depending on different features of the specific task, such as, for example, 
the level of conventionalization. This introduces the idea that interpretive strategies 
can also change for the same pragmatic phenomenon. It is the case of metaphor: 
Carston (2010), Giora (2003), Bowdle and Gentner (2005), and Vega Moreno (2007), 
have all suggested different processing routes for metaphor depending on specific 
features such as familiarity and conventionalization. An open question for empirical 
research is whether phenomena, such as indirect requests (IRs), that have been studied 
less through this particular lens, could also be comprehended through different strate-
gies, involving ToM to different extents, depending on conventionalization. 
 IRs were one of earliest topics to be researched on in the Experimental Pragmatics 
framework (Noveck & Sperber, 2004). However, a clear picture of the linguistic and 
cognitive abilities underlying their comprehension is lacking. The literature distin-
guishes between two types of IRs (Ruytenbeek, 2017):  conventionalized-IRs (such as 
“Can you open the window?”), following the most common convention of form; and 
non-conventionalized-IRs (such as “Is it possible to open the window?” – up to highly 
indirect forms such as “It is hot in here!”). 
 Conventionalized-IRs seem to be easier to process than non-conventionalized-IRs 
(Clark & Lucy, 1975). However, it is unclear whether conventionalized-IRs pro-
cessing follows the same inferential path of non-conventionalized IRs or not. On one 
hand, conventionalized IRs might in fact be processed by means of a conversational 
implicature based on metarepresentation of the whole utterance, relying on ToM, as 
non- conventionalized IRs (though through a ‘short-circuited’ implicature, see Mor-
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gan, 1978). On the other hand, conventionalized IRs processing might be triggered by 
lexical cues, such as the Can-you, as some authors have proposed (Groefsema, 1992; 
Ruytenbeek, 2012). 
 Our study addresses the following research questions: (i) are conventionalized IRs 
processed by means of a conversational implicature based on metarepresentation of 
the whole utterance or is conventionalized IRs processing triggered by lexical cues, 
such as the Can-you?; (ii) to what extent is ToM involved in conventionalized IRs 
processing? 
 If conventionalized-IR’s processing is lexically-based, the indirect interpretation 
should be computed on-line, when the trigger-word (e.g., the Can you...?) is read: at a 
local level. If it follows an inferential path based on metarepresentation, it should be 
computed off-line (like irony): at a global level. In this case, it would rely on ToM 
abilities. 

 

2 Methods 

 
Ninety-one Italian adults participated (59F; years=22-59, mean=35.85(SD=9.85)) in a 
self-paced reading online experiment with a within-subjects 1x3 Latin-square design. 
We created three experimental conditions, comparing the same utterance in our target 
condition (i.e., conventionalized IR) with a condition that would support a literal in-
terpretation and one that would require an off-line interpretation and ToM abilities. 

The stories were divided into three parts: two context parts, and the final (target) 
sentence. The second context part was manipulated so that it would suggest one of 
three possible interpretations for the target sentence:  

 
(i) an IR interpretation (i.e., as a request to perform an action);  
(ii) a non-directive (ND) interpretation (i.e., as a question about the interlocutor’s 

ability);  
(iii) a sarcastic (SAR) interpretation (i.e., as a joke about the interlocutor’s abil-

ity/will).  
 
The (12) Can you...? target sentences were presented at the end of each story, 

through self-paced region-by-region reading. Reading times (RTs) were calculated 
per sentence region (Can you-T1, bring-T2, some wine?-T3) and per (whole) sen-
tence. An example of an item can be found in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Example of an item in the three conditions. 

 
Condi-
tion 

Context Target Sen-
tence 

 Part 1 Part 2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Puoi por-
tare del vino? 

 
 

Can you 
bring some 

wine? 

IR 

 
 
Giovanni 

ha organizza-
to una festa a 
casa sua. 
Francesco e 
Alessio discu-
tono di cosa 
portare. 

 
 
Giovanni 

has organized 
a party at his 
house.  

Francesco 
and Alessio 
discuss what 
to bring at the 
party.  

 
La scelta è difficile perché Gio-

vanni pensa sempre nei dettagli a 
tutto il menu. Allora Alessio chiede a 
Francesco: 

 
It’s a difficult choice, because 

Giovanni always plans all of the 
menu in every detail. Alessio then 
asks Francesco: 

 

 
 

ND 

 
La scelta è difficile, perché il ba-

gagliaio della moto di Francesco è 
quasi pieno. Allora Alessio domanda 
a Francesco: 

 
It’s a difficult choice, because the 

trunk of Francesco’s motorcycle is 
almost full. Alessio then asks Fran-
cesco: 

 

SAR 

 
La scelta è difficile, perché Gio-

vanni è astemio e per questo spesso 
viene preso in giro dai suoi amici. 
Scherzosamente, Alessio dice a Fran-
cesco: 

 
It’s a difficult choice, because 

Giovanni does not drink any alcohol 
and he is frequently teased by his 
friends because of it. Alessio jokingly 
says to Francesco: 

 
 
 

Each story was followed by 4 questions, i.e., participants had to perform true-false 
judgments about the stories: a target question (Q1) that verified the interpretation of 
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the Can you…? form, and three distractor questions (see Table 2). The target question 
was always true; the number of the true and false responses was counterbalanced 
across distractors. 

 

Table 2. Example of the questions relative to the item in Table 1 in the three conditions. 

 
Condi-
tion 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

IR 

Alessio intende 
chiedere a Francesco 
di portare del vino. 

 
Alessio wants to 

ask Francesco to bring 
some wine.  Giovan-

ni ha orga-
nizzato una 

festa. 
 

Giovan-
ni has or-
ganized a 

party. 
 

Francesco 
sa perfetta-
mente cosa 

portare. 
 

Francesco 
knows exact-

ly what to 
bring. 

 

Tra 
Alessio e 

Francesco 
c’è confi-

denza. 
 

There is 
trust be-
tween 

Alessio and 
Francesco. 

 

ND 

Alessio vuole sape-
re se Francesco riesce 
a portare del vino. 

 
Alessio wants to 

ask Francesco if he 
can manage to bring 
some wine. 

SAR 

Alessio intende 
prendere in giro 
Francesco.  

 
Alessio wants to 

make fun of Frances-
co. 

 
 
Participants were also tested for ToM skills. In order to do so, we used the Italian 
version of a subset of Happé’s (1994) Strange Stories Test, translated by Prior et al. 
(2003), who included these stories in their Social Cognition Battery. The test com-
prises 13 short stories describing social situations with two or more characters, ending 
with a target utterance that requires second-order ToM: participants need to infer the 
characters’ mental states in order to answer the questions from the test. Participants 
are presented with each story and are asked to answer two questions: (i) one control 
question, checking for participants’ attention and comprehension (e.g., Is what X said 
true?), and (ii) one explanation question, requiring participants to explain the reason 
behind the character’s behavior in the story (e.g.,  Why did X say it?). 
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3 Statistical Analyses 

 
Data were analysed with Linear-Mixed Models (LMMs) statistics, using the lme4 
(Bates et al., 2015) and the lmerTest packages in the R environment, to provide F 
statistics with degrees of freedom. Tukey contrasts with the R package emmeans were 
used for post-hoc comparisons.  

 Two types of statistical analyses were carried out. The first analysis investigated 
differences in the RTs depending on condition. For each region of the sentence and 
for the total RTs, a LMM stats was conducted that included participants’ RTs as the 
dependent variable, condition (IR, Non-Directive, and Sarcastic) in their fixed effects 
structure, and random intercepts for subjects in their random structure. This means we 
had 4 LMMs of this first type: one per sentence region, and one for the RTs on the 
whole target sentence. 

 The second analysis wanted to investigate whether ToM skills might predict IRs 
processing. Therefore, for each sentence region, we run a LMMs statistics with RTs 
as the dependent variable and participants’ score in the ToM test as the predictor, 
condition, participants’ scores in the Strange Stories test and the resulting interaction 
with condition in the fixed effects structure, and random intercepts for subjects in 
their random structure. This means we had 4 LMMs of this second type: one per sen-
tence region, and one for the RTs on the whole target sentence – with the Strange 
Stories scores as a predictor. To further investigate for the influence of the Strange 
Stories test in participants’ reading times in each of the three conditions, pairwise 
comparisons were also calculated.  

 Pairwise comparisons in these models were obtained after adjusting our condi-
tion levels to Strange Stories’ mean scores (through the method of least squares). The 
estimates of the levels of interest of the condition variable were adjusted on the mean 
of participants’ scores in the Strange Stories test. The difference between the two 
levels of interest of the condition variable was then calculated on the basis of the 
mean of the Strange Stories’ scores (i.e., adjusting the slopes for IRs and SARs on the 
mean and the least squares of Strange Stories’ scores). This was done through the cld 
function from the multcomp package in R. 

 
 
 

4 Results 

 
The results of the analysis of the RTs, carried out through Linear Mixed Models, re-
vealed a main effect of condition for the RTs on the whole sentence (F(2, 
953.07)=74.46; p<.0001) and in each of the models computed for the three sentence 
regions. With regard to the whole sentence, IRs and NDs did not differ, while SAR 
utterances were read significantly slower than both IRs (b=-776.4; SE=71.3; DF=953; 
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t=-10.88; p<.0001) and ND utterances (b=-727.9; SE=71.2; DF=953; t=-10.22; 
p<.0001).  

 At a local level, different patterns emerged depending on condition. In fact, at 
T1, i.e., in the Can-you sentence region, IRs were read significantly slower than NDs 
(b=-176.83; SE=37.2; DF=953; t=-4.75; p<.0001), while no difference was found 
with SARs (b=-7.74; SE=37.3; DF=953; t=-0.21; p=.97). 

 At T2, the opposite occurred, IRs were read significantly faster than SARs (b=-
327.6; SE=20.8; DF=953; t=-15.75; p<.0001), while no difference was found with 
NDs  (b=39.7; SE=20.8; DF=953; t=1.91; p=.13).  

 At T3, IRs were read significantly faster than both SARs (b=-441; SE=43.9; 
DF=953; t= -10.03; p<.0001) and NDs (b=185; SE=43.9; DF=953; t=4.22; p=.0001). 

 The analysis of predictors, also carried out through Linear Mixed Models, found 
significant interactions between participants’ scores in the Strange Stories test and 
both SARs (b=-102.89; SE=11.97; DF=876.02; t=-8.59; p<.0001) and IRs (b=-29.6; 
SE=11.97; DF=876.02; t=-2.47; p=.01), indicating shorter RTs on the sentence for 
participants with higher ToM.  

 Interestingly, though, the effect on the whole sentence seems to be driven, in the 
case of IRs (and contrary to SARs, whose interaction with ToM was found to be sig-
nificant for all sentence regions), by the interaction found at T1 only (b=-30.98; 
SE=7.28; DF=876.04; t=-4.25; p<.0001). 

 
 

5 Discussions 

 
Overall, these results suggest that conventionalized-IRs interpretation starts locally, 
triggered by the Can-you, as suggested by the RTs at T1, where IRs are read signifi-
cantly slower than NDs (similarly to SARs) and by a modest wrap-up effect at T3, 
where IRs are read significantly faster than both SARs and NDs. These allow us to 
hypothesize that the directive interpretation is elicited by the Can-you…? form at T1 
already.  

 A view of conventionalized-IRs as explicatures, such as those described in 
Ruytenbeek's (2012; though see Ruytenbeek, 2019), and Yus (1999) works seem to 
explain these data better than a conversational implicature account based on ToM 
abilities, as these results suggest that conventionalized-IRs processing might be lexi-
cally-based. As such, it would rely on linguistic-pragmatics strategies. The results of 
our analysis of predictors (1) seem to suggest that individual differences in ToM 
might also play a role in facilitating the directive interpretation; (2) corroborate our 
interpretation of the main result emerging from the RTs analysis, as the local interac-
tion between ToM abilities and RTs in the IR condition only emerged at T1.  

 We conclude that our findings go in favor of a characterization of conventional-
ized IRs as a linguistic-pragmatics phenomenon. 
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These results might also be relevant to the wider debate on the linguistic- and so-
cial-pragmatics divide. In fact, our findings go in favor of linguistic-pragmatic strate-
gies for conventionalized-IRs comprehension. In case other studies found non-
conventionalized-IRs to be processed through social-pragmatics strategies, IRs would 
be falling into linguistic- or social-pragmatics depending on their level of convention-
alization, similarly to what might be the case of metaphors. 

Further research with other techniques would be welcome to provide additional 
empirical support to this account of conventionalized-IRs processing and to enrich the 
picture of the strategies at stake for IRs processing depending on their level of con-
ventionalization. 
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